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Abstract. One crucial activity in software product line (SPL) testing
is the detection of erroneous artifact interactions when combined for a
variant. This detection is similar to the retest test-case selection problem
in regression testing, where change impact analysis is applied to reason
about changed dependencies to be retested. In this paper, we propose
automated change impact analysis based on incremental model slicing
for incremental SPL testing. Incremental slicing allows for a slice computation by adapting a previous slice with explicit derivation of their
diﬀerences by taking model changes into account. We apply incremental
slicing to determine the impact of applied model changes and to reason
about their potential retest. Based on our novel retest coverage criterion,
each slice change speciﬁes a retest test goal to be covered by existing test
cases selected for retesting. We prototypically implemented our approach
and evaluated its applicability and eﬀectiveness by means of four SPLs.
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Introduction

Testing is a necessary and challenging activity during software development [15].
Testing a software product line (SPL) [31], i.e., a family of similar software
systems sharing a common platform and reusable artifacts, is even more challenging. Due to the huge number of potential variants, testing each variant
individually is often infeasible. Besides the standard testing problem ﬁnding
failures in (variable) software artifacts, SPL testing also focuses on the detection of erroneous interactions of variable artifacts [27]. Existing SPL testing
techniques [13,23,28,30] reduce the overall testing eﬀort, e.g., by testing only a
subset of variants [19]. However, each variant is still tested individually without
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taking the commonality and obtained test results into account as common in
regression testing [42].
In prior work [25,26], we proposed incremental SPL testing combining the
concepts of model-based [37] and regression testing [42] including the reuse of
test artifacts and test results. Based on delta-oriented modeling [9] specifying
the commonality and variability of variants by means of change operations called
deltas, variant-speciﬁc test artifacts, such as the test suite, are incrementally
adapted. Starting with a core variant, each subsequent variant is tested based
on its tested predecessor. Here, a crucial task is the decision whether a reusable
test case should be retested to validate that already tested behavior is not unintentionally aﬀected by changes. In our prior work, this retest decision is to be
performed manually. To cope with this well-known retest test-case selection problem [42] in regression testing, change impact analysis techniques are required.
Slicing [4,41] is a promising analysis technique to automate this retest decision [8]. Existing approaches apply slicing in a white-box regression testing
setup [1,7,14]. In line with our prior work [25,26], we focus on model-based
regression testing, where we have no access to source code. Therefore, state-based
model slicing techniques [4] allow for model-based change impact analysis and,
hence, to reason about the retest of test cases [21,36]. Based on a given model
element used as slicing criterion, a behavioral speciﬁcation, such as a ﬁnite state
machine, is reduced comprising solely elements aﬀecting the criterion. Thus, a
modiﬁed slice indicates changed dependencies regarding the criterion. In prior
work [24], we proposed incremental model slicing for delta-oriented SPLs. When
stepping from a variant to its subsequent one, we reuse the applied model changes
speciﬁed by deltas to incrementally adapt already existing slices for same slicing
criteria. As further result, we capture the diﬀerences between two subsequent
slices as slice changes useable to reason about the impact of model changes.
In this paper, we adapt and apply our incremental slicing as change impact
analysis technique to automate retest decisions in incremental SPL testing.
Hence, we investigate the impact of model changes to common behavior between
subsequent variants. We capture the obtained slice diﬀerences representing
new/changed dependencies in respective slice changes, e.g., potential artifact
interactions to be retested. The slice changes are used to deﬁne a new coverage
criterion facilitating the retest decision. Therefore, we select reusable test cases
for re-execution and further use test-case generation for generating new retest
test cases to ensure coverage. We prototypically implemented and evaluated our
approach by means of four SPLs to validate its applicability and eﬀectiveness.

2

Foundations

Delta-Oriented Software Product Lines. Delta modeling [9] is a modular and ﬂexible variability modeling approach already applied to various types of SPL development artifacts, e.g., ﬁnite state machines [26]. Diﬀerences between variants are
explicitly speciﬁed by means of transformations called deltas. Based on a given
L
are
core model Mcore modeling a core variant pcore ∈ PSP L , deltas δ ∈ ΔSP
M
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Fig. 1. Example of delta modeling [9] and incremental model slicing [24]

deﬁned transforming Mcore into the model Mi of variant pi ∈ PSP L . By PSP L ,
L
denotes the set
we refer to the set of all valid variants of an SPL, whereas ΔSP
M
of all deltas for PSP L and model domain M, here, ﬁnite state machines (FSM).
A delta δ speciﬁes change operations, such as additions (add e) or removals (rem
L
exists
e) of elements. For each pi ∈ PSP L , a predeﬁned set of deltas Δpi ⊆ ΔSP
M
subsequently applied in a predeﬁned order to automatically generate Mi . For the
speciﬁcation of changes between arbitrary variants, we are able to derive model
SP L
to encapsulate the diﬀerences between two
regression deltas ΔM
pi−1 ,pi ⊆ ΔM
variants by incorporating their delta sets Δpi−1 and Δpi . We refer the reader to
prior work [25,26] for the construction of model regression deltas.
Example 1. Consider the sample core state machine shown in Fig. 1a. Based
on the delta set Δp1 = {δ1 = (add t10 ), δ2 = (add t11 ), δ3 = (rem t6 )} denoted
by either + (add) or − (rem), the core is transformed into the state machine
of p1 depicted in Fig. 1b. For p2 , we apply the delta set Δp2 = {δ1 , δ2 , δ4 =
SM
(add t12 )}. To step from p1 to p2 , we derive the model regression delta ΔF
p1 ,p2 =
{(add t12 ), (add t6 )} by incorporating the deltas captured in Δp1 and Δp2 .
Incremental Model-Based SPL Testing. Model-based testing [37] deﬁnes
processes for automatic test-case generation based on test models. A test model
tm, e.g., a ﬁnite state machine, speciﬁes the behavior of a system under test
in terms of controllable inputs and observable outputs. A system behaves as
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expected if it reacts to inputs with expected outputs. To validate the conformance, test cases are derivable from the test model. A test case tc corresponds to
a test model path deﬁning a sequence of controlled inputs and expected outputs.
For guiding the test-case generation, adequacy criteria, e.g., structural coverage
criteria like all-transitions [37], where each transition of the test model must be
traversed by a test case, are used to deﬁne a set of test goals T G = {tg 1 , . . . , tg n }.
For each test goal, at least one test case must be generated to be collected in a test
suite T S = {tc1 , . . . , tcm }. For SPLs, these test artifacts exist for each pi ∈ PSP L
captured in variant-speciﬁc test artifact sets T Api = {tmpi , T Gpi , T S pi }.
In prior work [25,26], we proposed incremental SPL testing, where variants
are subsequently tested. To exploit the reuse potential of test artifacts during
testing, we adopt the concept of delta modeling to deﬁne regression deltas for the
set of test artifacts. Hence, we are able to adapt the variant-speciﬁc test artifacts
when stepping from pi−1 to pi under test. Furthermore, we categorize the test
pi
,
suite T S pi similar to regression testing [42] in sets of new T S Npi , reusable T S Re
pi
and obsolete test cases T S O . New test cases are generated for yet uncovered
test goals of pi . Reusable test cases were generated in prior testing steps and are
also valid for pi . Obsolete test cases are not valid and removed from T S pi of pi .
Obsolete test cases are potentially reusable for a subsequent pj under test and,
pi
, we manually
thus, remain recorded in a shared artifact repository. From T S Re
pi
pi
select test cases T S R ⊆ T S Re for retesting that already tested behavior is not
inﬂuenced as intended also known as retest test-case selection problem [42].
The testing workﬂow is deﬁned as follows. We start by testing pcore , i.e., we
apply standard model-based testing [37]. The obtained test suite and test results
are stored in a shared test artifact repository reused and updated by subsequent
testing steps. By stepping from pi−1 to pi , we apply the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Compute test artifact regression deltas based on delta sets Δpi−1 and Δpi .
Apply regression deltas to adapt the reusable test artifacts.
pi
Categorize test cases to obtain test suites T S Re
and T S Opi .
Apply test-case generation for uncovered test goals to obtain T S Npi .
Analyze change impact of applied model changes.
Select reusable test cases to be retested captured in T S Rpi .
(Re-)Test variant pi and record results.

Afterwards, we select the next variant pi+1 to be tested until no variants remain.
In Sect. 3, we present how Steps 5 and 6 are automated by applying change
impact analysis techniques, i.e., incremental model slicing.
Example 2. We use the core from Example 1 as test model for pcore and focus
on all-transition coverage. A test case tc1 is generated for transition t6 also
covering t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 . To step to p1 , we adapt the core test artifacts to T Ap1
SM
based on Δp1 also representing the regression delta ΔF
pcore ,p1 . The test model is
transformed as shown in Fig. 1b. T Gpcore is adapted by removing t6 and adding
t10 and t11 . The test suite is adapted such that tc1 is obsolete and removed as
well as new test cases for t10 and t11 are added. To step to p2 , the test artifacts
p2
.
are adapted similarly, whereas tc1 becomes reusable again and is added to T S Re
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Incremental Model Slicing. Slicing was ﬁrst proposed by Weiser [41] for static
analysis of procedural programs. Meanwhile, slicing is also adapted for the analysis of state-based models, e.g., ﬁnite state machines. Such model slicing [4,18,20]
allows for a model reduction by abstracting from model elements not inﬂuencing
a selected element, e.g., a transition, used as slicing criterion c. A reduced model
is called slice and preserves the execution semantics compared to the original
model w.r.t. the criterion c. We focus on backward slicing, where a slice comprises elements inﬂuencing the criterion c determined based on (1) control and
data dependencies between elements, and (2) to ensure model well-formedness,
e.g., element reachability and model connectedness. Backward slicing investigates which elements have potential inﬂuences on a slicing criterion and, thus,
indicates retest potentials when changed inﬂuences are determined.
In prior work [24], we combined model slicing and delta modeling to analyze delta-oriented SPLs. A slice Slicecpi for a criterion c ∈ Cpi of variant pi is
incrementally computed by exploiting the model changes speciﬁed in the model
SM
regression delta ΔF
pi−1 ,pi . By Cpi , we refer to the set of all slicing criteria of
L
pi . The incremental computation is deﬁned by incrSlice : CSP L × ΔSP
F SM ×
SLICE CSP L → SLICE CSP L where CSP L = pi ∈PSP L Cpi and SLICE CSP L
denotes the set of all slices of the current SPL. Starting with the prior slice
Slicecpj for criterion c, the regression delta is applied to change the slice completed by standard model slicing. If there is no prior slice, we apply standard
model slicing to compute a new slice reusable for subsequent variants. In addition, we directly determine the diﬀerences, i.e., slice changes, between the prior
pj ,pi
. The slice changes
and current slice captured in a slice regression delta ΔSlice
c
indicate the impact of applied model changes to the slicing criterion referring to
behavior to be retested and, therefore, facilitate automated retest decisions as
proposed in the next section.
Example 3. Consider the core slice for t4 capturing all its inﬂuencing elements
shown in Fig. 1d. Based on Δp1 from Example 1, the core is transformed into
model p1 . As those model changes have inﬂuences on t4 , we recompute its slice
core ,p1
= {(add t5 ), (add t10 )} shown in
and derive the slice regression delta ΔpSlice
t4
Fig. 1e. By stepping to p2 , the model changes also results in slice changes for
Slicetp42 .

3

Automated Retest Decisions Based on Slice Changes

Change Impact Analysis. By stepping from pi−1 to pi under test, the test model
SM
regression delta ΔF
pi−1 ,pi captures all changes between the test models. Each
change has an impact on already tested behavior common in both variants.
To investigate whether these impacts have unintended side eﬀects, e.g., based
on unintended artifact interactions, the potentially aﬀected behavior should be
pi
of pi . The identiﬁcation
retested by re-executing reusable test cases tcj ∈ T S Re
of aﬀected behavior and the selection of reusable test cases is performed manually
in our incremental SPL testing strategy [25,26]. For automation, we apply our
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incremental slicing technique [24] as change impact analysis. Based on obtained
slice changes indicating changed dependencies and their side eﬀects to already
tested behavior, we automate the retest decision.
For the successful application of incremental model slicing as change impact
analysis technique, we require (1) a set of slicing criteria suitable to investigate the change impact, (2) a set of meaningful dependencies, and (3) model
regression deltas specifying the test model changes between subsequent variants
under test. Similar to test-case generation, where test goals are used to guide
the generation process, we use test goals as slicing criteria for (1), as changes
may inﬂuence their corresponding behavior. We focus on all-transition coverage,
i.e., a well-known structural coverage criteria used for test-case generation [37],
such that each transition serves as a slicing criterion. As in prior work [24], we
focus on the control dependencies proposed by Kamischke et al. [20] for (2). To
fulﬁll (3), the required model regression deltas are provided by the incremental
testing strategy.
Furthermore, the order in which variants are tested inﬂuence the result [3,16]
as the derived model regression deltas and, thus, the result of the change impact
analysis may diﬀer. We omit the investigation of the best testing order, i.e., an
order of variants allowing for maximal test artifact reuse and minimal retest
decisions, and leave it for future work. We assume that a certain testing order is
given starting with the core variant. However, to incorporate the testing order
for change impact analysis, we identify three potential application scenarios for
the derivation of slice changes as follows, where each scenario speciﬁes which
prior slice for a given slicing criterion is to be selected for adaptation to reason
about change impact. For a slicing criterion contained in a test model for the
ﬁrst time, we start with a new slice.
1. Least Slice Diﬀerence – By stepping to the next variant, we select one of
prior computed slices for the same slicing criterion, i.e., a transition contained
in both variants, such that the resulting slice changes are minimized. To select
a suitable slice, all prior computed slices must be stored and an additional
analysis is required. The determination of a suitable slice, e.g., by analyzing
the core and all deltas deﬁned for already tested variants, is left open for
future work. Due to a potential change minimization, a reduction of retest
decisions and a reduction of test cases to be retested is achievable.
2. Last Variant – For a slicing criterion, we check whether a slice to be adapted
exists in the prior variant pi−1 . If a prior slice exists, we obtain slice changes
for the slicing criterion. Otherwise, a new slice has to be computed and no
retest decision can be made. In such a case, either all reusable test cases
covering the slicing criterion should be retested or none of the test cases are
re-executed leading to possible missed failures. A new slice may be used as
basis for incremental slicing in the subsequent variant pi+1 under test.
3. Previous Slice – Similar to the prior scenario, we check for a slicing criterion
if a previous slice to be adapted exists. In contrast, we select the last computed
slice for the corresponding criterion of an already tested variant pj under test,
where the respective test model element was contained. Thus, we ensure the
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determination of slice changes if existing, resulting in retest decisions to be
made for the current variant pi under test.
We do not choose the Least Slice Diﬀerence scenario as it requires an additional
analysis eﬀort, i.e., a crucial factor for change impact analysis, and the slice
selection to achieve minimized slice changes is an open question left for future
work. We further do not choose the Last Variant scenario as we are interested
in retest decisions to be made in every variant. The scenario does not ensure
retest decisions as for some slicing criteria the last variant under test does not
contain a required slice to be adaptable. In this paper, we focus on the Previous
Slice scenario following the incremental idea by providing retest decisions based
on slice changes for each variant under test. Depending on a given testing order,
the scenario, however, may result in redundant decisions for some slicing criteria
in subsequent variants under test. To select already computed slices, we store
each new/adapted slice in a shared slice repository.
Based on the Previous Slice scenario, we apply incremental slicing for change
impact analysis as follows. The incremental testing strategy starts with the test
of pcore . As pcore is the ﬁrst variant under test, no retest potentials arise and we
solely compute for all test goals used as slicing criteria the ﬁrst slices such that
∀tg ∈ T Gpcore : incrSlice (tg, ∅, ) = Slicetg
pcore holds. By the second parameter ∅,
we refer to the empty model regression delta not existing for the core, whereas the
third parameter  represents that no prior slices exist for the slicing criterion tg.
These slices build the basis of the change impact analysis for the next variants.
For the remaining variants to be tested, we apply our analysis after the test-case
generation step for covering not yet covered test goals such that

∀tg ∈ T Gpi :

incrSlice (tg, ∅, ) = Slicetg
pi

if ¬∃Slicetg
pj , j < i (1)

SM
tg
tg
tg
incrSlice (tg, ΔF
pi−1 ,pi , Slicepj ) = Slicepi if ∃Slicepj , j < i

(2)

holds. For each test goal of a variant pi under test, one of the two cases is valid.
In case (1), the test goal and, thus, the respective model element is contained in
a test model for the ﬁrst time. That is, no prior slice exists in the shared slice
repository to be adaptable for analyzing the change impact. For the test goal,
a new slice is computed and stored for subsequent testing steps. In case (2), we
have access to a prior slice of the test goal to be adaptable based on incremental
model slicing. In addition to the adapted slice, we obtain the slice regression
pj ,pi
as result facilitating retest decision to be made.
delta ΔSlice
tg
A slice regression delta captures additions/removals of test model elements
of the updated slice. Both, additions and removals represent changed behavioral
inﬂuences on the respective slicing criterion, i.e., test goal, caused by the applied
model changes. Those changed inﬂuences may indicate potential sources of errors
to be (re-)tested, e.g., due to unintended artifact interactions. In contrast, an
empty slice regression delta implies that no changed inﬂuences exist and, thus,
no retest potentials arise for the corresponding test goal.
To reason about the retest of test cases, we require a scale by means of an
expressive criterion based on these slice changes. Coverage criteria are promising
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scales as they are already applied in various scenarios, e.g., all-transition coverage
for test-case generation [37]. Hence, we deﬁne a new coverage criterion to control
the retest decision as described in the next paragraph.
Example 4. Consider Examples 2 and 3 again. For pcore , we compute for each
test goal a respective slice, e.g., the slice for t4 depicted in Fig. 1d. By stepping
to p1 , all test artifacts are adapted and for each test goal, a slice is either created
from scratch or updated by applying the incremental slicing, in which we use
the slices of the core as basis. For instance, compared to the base slice of t4 ,
its updated slice comprises two new elements as shown in Fig. 1e indicating new
dependencies for t4 to be tested. By stepping to p2 , the slice of t4 is again
updated. Furthermore, the slice of t6 computed for pcore is now updated to
investigate the applied model changes as the element was not contained in p1 .
Retest Coverage Criterion. Similar to the deﬁnition of model-based coverage
criteria, where test model elements, e.g., transitions are used as test goals [37], we
combine slicing criteria with their slice changes to deﬁne a novel retest coverage
criterion. A retest test goal rtg l = (ek , tg) ∈ T GRpi is deﬁned as a pair of test
model elements such that tg represents a slicing criterion of pi for which a slice
pi−1 ,pi
exists, and ek corresponds to one of the following cases:
regression delta ΔSlice
tg
p

,p

i−1 i
1. A state/transition added to the slice Slicetg
pi via ΔSlicetg .
pi−1 ,pi
2. A source/target state of a transition removed with ΔSlice
still contained in
tg
the current test model.

Retest test goals are deﬁned for Case 1 to (re-)validate newly introduced dependencies between element ek and slicing criterion tg. For Case 2, retest test goals
are speciﬁed to validate that removed behavior represented by a removed transition is not remained in the variant implementation under test, and that new
dependencies build due to the removal are implemented as expected. With T GRpi ,
we refer to the retest test goal set of the variant pi under test.
To cover a retest test goal rtg l ∈ T GRpi by a test case tc, both, ek and tg
must be traversed by the test model path of tc. Test case tc speciﬁes a representative execution of the current variant validating that no unexpected behavior
is implemented based on the new dependencies between both elements. Similar
to model-based coverage criteria, for each retest test goal rtg l ∈ T GRpi , at least
one test case must exist for its coverage. An empty retest test goal set indicates
that no retest decisions are to be made.
Example 5. We use the slice changes for t4 obtained in Example 4 by stepping
from pcore to p1 as basis to deﬁne respective retest test goals. The set T GRp1
comprises two retest test goals rtg 1 = (t5 , t4 ) and rtg 2 = (t10 , t4 ) to be covered
by (reusable) test cases. In p2 , we similarly derive for t4 the retest test goal
rtg 3 = (t6 , t4 ).
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Retest Test-Case Selection and Generation. To validate that changes do not
unintentionally inﬂuence already tested behavior when stepping to a subsequent
variant under test, we require the selection of reusable test cases to be retested.
Based on a set of retest test goals T GRpi for a variant pi , we are able to make
retest decisions. Therefore, each retest test goal rtg l ∈ T GRpi must be covered by
at least one (reusable) test case. We identify three coverage scenarios as follows:
1. New Test Cases – By adapting the test model based on a model regression
delta, new model elements ek may be added for the ﬁrst time, i.e., all prior
tested variants do not comprise ek . Those elements will also be contained in
slices for the ﬁrst time resulting in retest goals rtg l = (ek , tg) not coverable
by reusable test cases. For this type of retest test goals, we check whether
newly added test cases tc ∈ T S Npi are selectable to cover retest test goals.
2. Reusable Test Cases – By stepping to a subsequent variant, some elements ek
may again be added to the current model via the model regression delta, i.e.,
ek was already contained in a prior test model. Those elements will again be
contained in slices resulting in retest goals rtg l = (ek , tg) covered by reusable
test cases to be selected for retest. For this type of retest test goals, we check
pi
are selectable for retest.
whether reusable test cases tc ∈ T S Re
3. New Retest Test Cases – Some retest test goals may not be covered by the
current test suite. All test cases are deﬁned by a certain test model path
which must traverse the element combination speciﬁed by a retest test goal
for its coverage. We apply test-case generation to derive new retest test cases
covering the remaining retest test goals. The newly generated retest test cases
are added to the variant-speciﬁc test suite also reusable for subsequent variants under test. For this type of retest test goals, we generate new test cases
pi
for covering the remaining uncovered retest test goals.
tc ∈ T S R,N
pi
The selected reusable test cases T S Rpi and the generated retest test cases T S R,N
pi
pi
pi
are captured in a retest suite T S R = T S R ∪ T S R,N for variant pi under test.
The resulting test suite T S pi = T S Npi ∪ T S Rpi for pi comprising all new and
retest test cases is executed to (re)test pi . The test suite may contain redundant
test cases, e.g., by means of test goal coverage, and, thus, be still optimizable
to further reduce the testing eﬀort. To minimize the set of executed test cases,
test suite minimization [42] is applicable, which is, however, out of our scope.
After test case execution, all new and updated test artifacts, e.g., slices and test
cases, are stored in the shared test artifact and slice repository. The incremental
testing process is either ﬁnished or selects the next variant to be tested.

Example 6. To cover the retest test goals from Example 5, we select a reusable
test case, i.e., generated for pcore , covering t5 and the retest test goal rtg 1 . In
contrast, as t10 is a new transition not contained in a prior variant, we generate
a new test case for t10 to cover rtg 2 . For covering rtg 3 in p2 , we again select a
reusable test case, i.e., the test case for t6 deﬁned in Example 2. To cover the
new retest test goal rtg 4 = (t12 , t4 ) in p2 , we generate a new retest test case.
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4

Evaluation

Prototype. Our approach is realized as Eclipse1 plug-ins to facilitate its extendability in future work. We use the CAISE-tool eMoﬂon2 for the model-driven
development based on respective meta models deﬁned in the Eclipse modeling
framework.3 We applied FeatureIDE4 for feature modeling and to derive the set
of valid feature conﬁgurations generated in default order, i.e., by incrementing
the number of features contained in a conﬁguration after covering all potential combinations of the current number of features. Furthermore, our approach
requires the generation of test cases to cover (retest) test goals during testing
all variants. For test-case generation, we apply CPA/Tiger5 an extension of
the symbolic model-checker CPA/Checker6 for the language C. Therefore, we
realized a transformation from our event-based models to C-Code by encoding
the event handling based on respective variables and their restricted access.
Subject Product Lines. For evaluation, we apply our approach to our example
and to three existing SPLs already served as benchmarks in the literature [10].
These systems are (1) a Wiper SPL comprising variable qualities of rain sensors and wipers, (2) a Vending Machine SPL with optional selection of various
beverages, and (3) a Mine Pump SPL describing a pump control system with
variable water level handling and an optional methane detection facility. We
chose these systems as each has unique characteristics, e.g., the mine pump SPL
is speciﬁed by parallel regions mainly synchronized by internal variables and
events, whereas the wiper subsystems communicate via internal events. Based
on the set of dependencies containing only control and not data dependencies,
the slicing and the change impact analysis is aﬀected by the diﬀerent system
characteristics.
Results. For the evaluation of our approach and its prototypical implementation,
we derive two research questions to be answered:
RQ1. Is incremental model slicing applicable as change impact analysis to reason about retesting of test cases in incremental SPL testing?
RQ2. Do we achieve a gain in eﬀectiveness from the slicing-based retest testcase selection compared to retest-all [42]?
As already explained in Sect. 3, for the evaluation set-up, (1) we focus on alltransition coverage [37], (2) transition test goals are used as slicing criteria, (3)
we choose the set of control dependencies proposed by Kamischke et al. [20], and
(4) we select the Previous Slice scenario for the derivation of slice changes.
1
2
3
4
5
6

https://eclipse.org/.
http://www.emoﬂon.org/emoﬂon/.
https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/.
http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti db/research/featureide/.
http://forsyte.at/software/cpatiger/.
http://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org/.
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Table 1. Results of change impact analysis and retest test-case selection
SPL

|PSP L | ∅ Test Goals

∅ Test Cases

∅ Retest

(Transition/Retest) (New/Reuse/Obsolete) (Select/New)
Example

3

24.0 (14.3/9.6)

17.0 (8.0/7.6/1.3)

4.6 (1.6/3.0)

Wiper

8

63.6 (17.5/46.1)

71.1 (14.1/33.5/23.5)

32.5 (21.0/11.5)

Mine pump

∅ Retest
All
7.6
33.5

16

106.2 (33.5/72.7)

51.7 (4.6/26.3/20.8)

16.3 (13.5/2.8)

26.3

Vending
28
machine

108.8 (15.4/93.4)

92.2 (5.2/16.0/70.9)

18.2 (14.6/3.6)

16.0

In Table 1, our results of the change impact analysis and the retest testcase selection are summarized denoted by average values of test goals and test
cases. For change impact analysis, we consider the number of retest test goals
referring to the impact of applied model changes between subsequently tested
variants. As we can see, the three existing SPLs have a high number of retest
test goals compared to their approximate model size represented by the number
of transition test goals. Thus, the applied model changes have a large impact
on common behavior detected based on our incremental slicing. For instance,
the vending machine SPL has 93.4 retest test goals compared to 15.4 transition
test goals on average, where we have a maximum of 208 retest test goals for
variant p11 and a minimum of 27 for p2 . This diﬀerence is mainly caused based
on the exchange of the oﬀered beverages representing the main behavior of a
vending machine variant, whereas the exchange of the payment currency has a
rather small impact. Another crucial factor for the high number of retest test
goals is the testing order. In the given default order, the exchange of beverages is
alternating and, therefore, results in lots of model changes with a large impact on
common behavior between variants. A diﬀerent order may reduce these changes
and also their impact to be retested. Similarly, for the wiper and the mine pump
SPL, the testing order as well as the behavior of some features alternating added
or removed from the variants result in high number of retest test goals.
By comparing the number of retest test cases generated and selected with
our approach to retest-all, we see at ﬁrst sight that our approach and retest-all
executes similar numbers of test cases for the vending machine and the wiper
SPL. Solely for the mine pump SPL and the running example, we achieve a
reduction of test cases to be retested (16.3/4.6) against retest-all (26.3/7.6).
However, based on a more precise consideration of the vending machine and
wiper results, we see that this average values are of course inﬂuenced by the
number of retest test goals. In those variants, where we have a high number of
retest goals, e.g., for variant p11 (208) of the vending machine SPL, we require
more covering test cases (34) with our approach in contrast to retest-all (20) as
retest-all does not ensure our retest coverage criterion. But, for variants with a
small number of retest goals, e.g., for variant p4 (28) of the wiper SPL, we require
less test case (26) than retest-all (51). Hence, our retest decisions depend also
on the testing order as well as the added/removed behavior of some features as
described above. Again, another testing order may improve also the results of
the vending machine and wiper SPL for the retest test-case selection.
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Summarizing, our results show the applicability of our approach (RQ1).
Based on incremental slicing, we are able to detect the impact of applied model
changes when stepping to subsequent variants captured by retest test goals.
The determined retest test goals are then used to select test cases to be retested,
where we obtain positive results in the reduction of test suite size to be enhanced
by investigating testing orders in future work.
To answer RQ2, we evaluate the fault detection capability of our approach
compared to retest-all [42] by means of a set of faults to be detected. Unfortunately, for the SPLs under consideration, we do not have such a set of real faults.
As no faults exist, we utilize simulated ones derived by incorporating the changes
applied to a test model when stepping to a subsequent variant. Therefore, we
take changes captured in the model regression deltas into account, where added
transitions as well as source and target states of removed transitions which are
still contained in the test model are used for fault generation. We combine those
elements with other transitions from the test model to deﬁne faults representing
erroneous artifact interactions caused by changes and their impact on common
behavior. For the evaluation, we generate for each variant a set of simulated
faults. We randomly select 10 % of the faults from this set to obtain a random
data set on which test cases are executed to validate the fault detection. Depending on the size of the original variant-speciﬁc fault set, we derive a maximum of
diﬀerent random data sets to investigate the fault detection capability.
In Table 2, our results for the fault detection capability are summarized
denoted by average values of undetected (alive) and detected (dead) faults. As
we can see, our approach has for all four SPLs a good fault detection rate and
performs better compared to retest-all. We obtained the best results for the
vending machine SPL, where almost all faults are detected (0.08 alive) by our
determined retest suites. But, this result must be relativized when considering
the results shown in Table 1. On average, we select more test cases as retest-all
allowing for a better chance to detect faults. However, for those variants, where
we select less test cases than retest-all, we still have a better detection rate. For
the wiper SPL, we select slightly less test cases compared to retest-all, where
only three of the eight variants under test increase the average values. Thus, our
approach allows for a good detection rate with a reduced set of test cases to be
retested. This is supported based on the results of the mine pump SPL. Here,
Table 2. Results of the approach eﬀectiveness compared to retest-all
SPL

∅ Faults # Fault Size Fault Approach
Sets

Sets

Retest-all

∅ Alive/∅ Dead ∅ Alive/∅ Dead

Example

17

22

7

0.11/6.89

2.84/4.16

Wiper

69

22

7

1.05/5.95

3.05/3.95

136

54

17

3.79/13.21

5.11/11.89

73

30

10

0.08/9.92

0.96/9.04

Mine pump
Vending machine
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we obtained a good detection rate with reduced variant-speciﬁc retest suites
(cf. Table 1).
Summarizing, our approach shows a better fault detection capability compared to retest-all (RQ2). For all SPLs, we detect more faults than retest-all,
where in the worst cases our approach detect and miss at least the same numbers
of faults. The undetected faults mainly belong to artifact interactions seeded in
model parts, where changes had no impact and are ignored by our approach.
Threats to Validity. For our approach and its evaluation, the following threats to
validity arise. Due to varying interpretations of a systems’ behavior, test modeling may result in diﬀerent models to be used for model-based testing processes.
This problem exists in general for model-based testing [37] and is not a speciﬁc
threat for the delta-oriented test models of the four SPLs. To cope with this
threat, we compared our re-engineered models with the original documented
models [10] to ensure that both instances specify the same behaviors.
The non-existence of faults is a potential threat. For evaluating the eﬀectiveness, we require the existence of faults detectable during test-case execution.
Therefore, we derived simulated faults representing potential erroneous artifact
interactions. We further select several randomly chosen fault sets to obtain varying data sets for each variant under test. In future work, we want to use a
model-based mutation testing framework [2] for fault generation and apply the
approach on real SPLs with an existing fault history.
We evaluated our approach by means of four SPLs with diﬀerent system
characteristics. Based on the obtained results showing a gain in eﬀectiveness, we
propose the assumption that our obtained results, up to a certain extent, are
generalizable to other SPLs as well. However, we must investigate this assumption by performing more experiments with more complex systems. In addition,
all four SPLs are modular event-based systems, i.e., the behavior is speciﬁed
based on several subsystems, which are synchronized and controlled via events.
To ﬁnd the barrier for which systems our approach does not ﬁt, we must include
other types of systems in future experiments.
The choice of the coverage criterion used for test-case generation is a relevant
factor inﬂuencing the obtained test suites. We focused on all-transition coverage,
whereas more complex criteria exists to be considered in future experiments.
In this paper, we apply only control dependencies for the slicing computation
due to our prior work [24]. As next step, we integrate also data dependencies and
more complex control dependencies [4] allowing for a more ﬁne-grained change
impact analysis and, therefore, to ensure a more conclusive retest decision.
The testing order is also a threat. We applied the default order obtained from
FeatureIDE, but other testing orders may inﬂuence our results. An investigation
of the best testing order optimized for incremental SPL testing is required to be
used for future evaluations to consolidate the achieved positive results.
The choice of the test-case generator may represent a threat. Depending on
the applied generator, the obtained test suites may diﬀer and, thus, the selection
of test cases to be retested. However, our approach is independent of a speciﬁc
test-case generator only required for providing test cases.
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The neglection of factors such as time required for change impact analysis
or test-case execution cost may be threats. The analysis time is a crucial factor
for a successful retest test-case selection. Likewise, testing costs are important
as there are solely limited testing budgets/resources available. We will perform
a comprehensive evaluation in future work, where the analysis time is measured
as well as limited testing resources are taken into account.

5

Related Work

We discuss related work regarding SPL regression testing as well as the application of slicing for change impact analysis. For a discussion concerning related
(1) variability-aware slicing approaches, e.g., conditioned model slicing for annotated state machines [20], and (2) incremental slicing techniques, e.g., to support
software veriﬁcation [40], we refer to our prior work on incremental slicing [24].
SPL Regression Testing. Existing techniques realize SPL regression testing in
the industrial context [13,33,34], for product-line architectures [11,22,29], for
sample-based testing [32], as well as to allow for incremental testing [5,6,12,
25,26,38,39]. Uzuncaova et al. [38] propose one of the ﬁrst incremental strategies for SPL testing, where test suites are incrementally reﬁned for a variant
under test. Baller et al. [5,6] present multi-objective test suite optimization
for incremental SPL testing by incorporating costs and proﬁts of test artifacts.
Varshosaz et al. [39] present delta-oriented test-case generation, where deltaoriented test models facilitate test-case generation by exploiting their incremental structure. Compared to our approach, where test cases are selected for retest,
those techniques focus on the determination and optimization of SPL test suites.
Dukaczewski et al. [12] propose an adaption of our previous work [25,26] for
incremental requirements-based SPL testing. In contrast, we focus on ﬁnite state
machines facilitating a more ﬁne-grained reasoning about behavioral change.
Slicing for Change Impact Analysis. Mainly white-box regression testing
approaches exist applying slicing for change impact analysis [1,7,8,14,17,35].
Agrawal et al. [1] propose three types of slices for a test case comprising its executed program statements, where a modiﬁcation of at least one of these statements indicates a retest. Jeﬀrey and Gupta [17] adopt this technique and deﬁne
a prioritization of test cases to be re-executed. Bates and Horwitz [7] present
slicing on program dependence graphs and reason about retest based on slice isomorphism. Gupta et al. [14] propose program slicing to identify aﬀected def-use
pairs to be retested by selected test cases. Tao et al. [35] present object-oriented
program slicing for change impact analysis by incorporating the logical hierarchy
of object-oriented software. We refer to Binkley [8] for an overview of program
slicing techniques applied for change impact analysis. In contrast to those techniques, our approach is applied in model-based testing and it does not cope with
evolution of software, but rather with incremental testing of SPLs. In the context
of model-based regression testing, Korel et al. [21], and Ural and Yenigün [36]
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propose retesting of test cases based on dependence analysis. Both techniques are
similar to our approach, also starting their analysis based on model diﬀerences
to reason about change impact. In contrast to our approach, where slices are
deﬁned for model elements, their dependence analysis is applied on the model
path of a test case resulting in a diﬀerent retest test-case selection.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the application of incremental slicing as change
impact analysis technique for automated retest decisions in SPL regression testing. By stepping to a subsequent variant under test, we capture diﬀerences
between slices as slice changes indicating the impact of model changes, i.e.,
changed dependencies between model elements. Based on a novel retest coverage criterion, each slice change represents a retest test goal to be covered by
reusable or newly generated retest test cases. We prototypically implemented and
evaluated our approach concerning its applicability and eﬀectiveness by means
of four SPLs.
We obtained positive results to be enhanced in future work by (1) considering more elaborate control and data dependencies [4], and (2) also applying
forward slicing facilitating a more ﬁne-grained analysis and more comprehensive retest decisions. Furthermore, we plan a case study by means of a real
SPL from the medical domain provided by our industrial partner, in which we
also want to investigate how we can apply our approach in practice. In addition, we want to adapt our analysis technique to cope with SPL evolution. In
this context, an investigation of the ﬁrst application scenario for change impact
analysis (cf. Sect. 3) is aspired as this scenario seems to be more preferable when
SPL evolution arises.
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